
Futures Market 

Last week I spoke of how the currency market plays a pivotal role in determining profit or loss in the 

import/export business and how entrepreneurs needed to find ways to deal with the uncertainty of 

the rand/dollar exchange rate. 

In that regard, there are a few methods you could use such as buying US dollar in bulk to cover all 

your foreign purchases for the whole year. But do you really want to sit on all that foreign currency? 

Wouldn’t that money be more useful in rands and used in other areas of your business; and not to 

mention the cost of buying a million dollars at once?  

Your other option could be to leave it to lady luck and hope that when the time comes when you 

need to buy foreign currency, the exchange rate would be favourable. But we are entrepreneurs and 

we don’t leave anything to luck. 

Solution 

Over the years a number of innovative tradable instruments have been added to the stock exchange. 

Some of them have been revolutionary in helping mitigate financial risk on the stock market and 

none so more than the futures market. Since its inception it has been a sensation, helping importers 

and exporters better manage the fluctuation of currencies.  

The futures market is a platform where you can buy stocks, commodities and currency on an agreed 

price today (the forward price) but with the delivery and payment occurring at a future time (the 

delivery date). 

For example, if the rand is trading at 1 US dollar to 10 rand, I could enter into a futures contract to 

buy $10 at a cost of R100 next year in February. I would not pay the R100 today nor would I receive 

the $10 today. Come February 2017 on the day I said I would want my US dollar; I would pay R100 

and receive my $10 regardless whether the R/$ exchange had gone up or down.  

Import/export companies across the world use the futures market because it helps them plan and 

budget. With this tool you are able to determine how much you will need for foreign currency 

without the worry of it going up. 

There is also the other side of the coin which is the possibility that the exchange rate could go down 

rather than up. And if you had locked yourself in a futures contract you would not be able to benefit 

from the cheaper exchange rate. But instead of seeing it as a loss, I would rather view it as breaking 

even and in any case; planning for the future is always better than hoping for the best.      
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